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Abstract—The paper presents an international multi-disciplinary initiative, a Namibia SensorWeb Pilot Project, that was created as a testbed for evaluating and prototyping key technologies for rapid acquisition and distribution of data products for decision support systems to monitor floods. Those key technologies include SensorWebs, Grids and Computation Clouds. This pilot project aims at developing an operational trans-boundary flood management decision support system for the Southern African region to provide useful flood and water-borne disease forecasting tools for local decision makers. This effort integrates space-based and ground sensor data along with higher level geospatial data products to enable risk assessment and ultimately risk maps related to flood disaster management and water-related disease management. We present an overall architecture of the Pilot along with components and services being developed. Additionally, case-studies and results achieved so far are discussed. The presented work is being carried out within GEO 2009–2011 Work Plan as CEOS WGISS contribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

UNDERSTANDING the Earth system, its weather and climate, and natural and human-induced hazards, is crucial to enhancing human health, safety and welfare. When disasters strike, rapid access to data on local conditions, including roads, hospitals, population centers, weather forecasts and other information can help save lives. In 2002, the Global Earth Observation System of Systems, or GEOSS, was initiated to provide a global forum to improve Earth monitoring and predictions of Earth system behavior. GEOSS aims to strengthen analysis and decision making for disaster response and risk reduction by integrating different types of disaster-related data and information from diverse sources. GEOSS relies on the international Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), to coordinate civil space-borne observations of the Earth. The SensorWeb approach [1]–[8] envisions the coordinated use of Earth observation data from both international satellite systems and regional systems, and their corresponding geospatial products and services to implement GEOSS functions in support of natural disasters.

Disaster management agencies all over the world have to adapt to an increasing number of natural disasters in particular caused by floods and drought. This paper describes an international multi-disciplinary initiative, titled Namibia SensorWeb Pilot Project, which aims at developing an operational trans-boundary flood management decision support system for the Southern African region to provide useful flood information and water-borne disease forecasting tools for local decision makers. The project represents a testbed for evaluating and prototyping key technologies for efficiently and rapidly acquiring and distributing relevant data products via the use of SensorWebs, Grids and computation clouds.

The Pilot Project was established under the auspices of the Namibian Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry (MAWF) Department of Water Affairs, and the Committee on Earth Observing Satellites (CEOS)—Working Group on Information Systems and Services (WGISS), and was facilitated by the United Nations Platform for Space-based Information for Disaster Management and Emergency Response (UN-SPIDER). The effort consists of enlisting key partners that can provide satellite data and data product expertise, such as hydrological modeling, working with the Hydrological Services Namibia as a starting point to build a Pathfinder System. The goal of the preliminary system was to put into place a few functional components that provide value added information to the decision makers in Namibia and thus offering a springboard to further expansion of the system to additional functionality and involving other partner countries in the region. The challenge in assembling this project was and still is the voluntary contributions of all organizations involved. There is no central funding organization and so anything that is built and maintained has been accomplished on a continuing voluntary basis. Because the effort is an international effort, the partners have worked under the umbrella of the GEO 2009–2011 Work Plan on the
“Use of Satellites for Risk Management” as CEOS WGISS contribution. The following sections describe the generally accepted architecture, the phases of the pilot project and the challenges.

II. NAMIBIAN FLOOD SENSORWEB PILOT SYSTEM: GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

Like other regions on planet earth Sub-Sahara Africa has to deal with an increasing number of disasters nowadays. Especially within the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region disasters in terms of floods and droughts in close connection with water borne diseases play an important role.

The initial proposed system was described as an integrated Disaster Management System (DMS) to allow governmental and non-governmental organizations to easily access data related to changing conditions and resulting risk related data products and maps. The original proposed overall generalized architecture is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of two core components: a Flood SensorWeb and a Hazard Monitoring and Mitigation System.

The vision for the Pilot was to deploy this functionality as services using a virtual infrastructure. This means using web service standards following well accepted interfaces such as those developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and infrastructure defined by the Open Cloud Consortium (OCC).

A. Flood SensorWeb

1) SensorWeb Concept: SensorWeb is an emerging paradigm for integrating heterogeneous satellite and in situ sensors and data systems into a common informational infrastructure that produces products on demand. The basic functionality required from such an infrastructure includes sensor discovery, triggering events by observed or predicted conditions, remote data access and processing capabilities to generate and deliver data products. The Flood SensorWeb is implemented using the OGC Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) suite of web service protocols.

The initial rudimentary Flood SensorWeb developed for Namibia in 2010 aggregated relevant information for floods in version 1 of the system in a piecemeal fashion:

- The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) rainfall estimates and global flood potential forecast (provided by NASA) [9]. Rainfall estimates are 3-, 24-, 72- and 169-hour rainfall accumulation. Flood potential forecasts are provided for 24-, 72- and 128-hour in advance. Real-time global estimation of flood areas using satellite-based rainfall and a hydrological model are run globally, every three hours at 0.25° resolution. Real-time product are produced within 6 h after observations made by TRMM.
- EO-1 Advanced Land Imager (ALI) multispectral data (NASA) [4]. OGC Sensor Planning Service (SPS) is deployed for automatic tasking of EO-1 satellite within 8 h (re-image capabilities). Satellite images are available within 4–6 h after acquisition.
- Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System (GDACS) flood model data derived from Terra AMSR-E data (Joint Research Centre of the European Commission) [10], [11]. Daily flood magnitude time series are provided for any arbitrary observation point on Earth, with lag times as short as 4 h. Spatial resolution is 8 km × 12 km.
- River gauge data (Hydrological Services Namibia).
- Namibia dwelling unit database.
- Coupled Routing and Excess STorage model (CREST) hydrological model (University of Oklahoma and NASA) [12]. The model provides global flood predictions at 1/8° spatial resolution.
- Global daily Terra/Aqua MODIS flood extent maps at 250 m resolution (Dartmouth Flood Observatory) [13].
- Malaria risk model (NOAA and City University of New York) [14], [15].
- Flood extent maps derived from synthetic-aperture radar instruments onboard Envisat/ASAR and Radarsat-2 satellites (Space Research Institute NASU-NSAU—SRI NASU-NSAU) [16]–[19]. The maps are provided on demand and delivered within 12 h after image acquisition. The services are run within the Grid infrastructure developed at SRI NASU-NSAU. The Grid infrastructure is described in the next section.

2) SensorWeb Operations: The operations concept of the initial Pilot was as follows:

1) During flood season, the Hydrological Services Namibia viewed the TRMM rainfall estimates in Angola.
2) Based on experience, strategically located river gauges located downstream are monitored via hydrographs which are daily rainfall and daily river heights overlaid on one graph and automatically updated.
3) The hydrographs which are time series graphs enabling hydrologists to monitor flood waves going downstream. Typically, heavy rains in Angola, translated to flood waves arriving in Namibia in 5–10 days.
4) When flood waves are in the process of travelling south to Namibia, satellite images are ordered to monitor the flood water progression. During year 2011, the key satellites used were EO-1 and Radarsat-2.
5) In spring 2011, we used alerts from the GDACS system to automatically trigger EO-1 imagery when river widths in Angola as detected by AMSR-E were above a predetermined threshold.
6) Monitored output of the CREST model to see how well the initial model developed by University of Oklahoma could predict future river height levels.
7) Experiment with OpenID security to provide authentication of users on open Internet.

3) Lesson Learned and New Features: Having gained some initial experiences with gathering flood related data via the SensorWeb during the spring of 2010 and spring of 2011, lessons learned were folded into the development of version 2 of the Flood SensorWeb. Some of the lessons learned included:
   — Need for improved correlation of EO-1 and Radarsat-2 calibration with ground conditions to more accurately detect water locations.
   — Need for improved CREST model based on unique terrain characteristics in the basins in Namibia.
   — Need for automated data product pipeline to eliminate many of the manual and semi-manual steps used in the initial pilot.
   — Need for more flexible server to handle surge capacity and to handle large data sets efficiently.
   — Automatic production of risk maps. In version 1, we did not produce any risk maps but rather focused on the mechanisms for capturing and distributing the relevant data.

Version 2 of the SensorWeb evolved included additions to address the lessons learned above. It has been an ongoing development process with target usage of the new functionality in spring 2012. The features added or in process of being added are:
   — Store data, data products and displays (a portal) on Computation Cloud provided by OCC. OCC partnered with us in order to demonstrate the use of Clouds for disaster management. Experimenting with parallel processing by making use of multiple cores are run.
   — Improved user displays.
   — Additional steps in the processing chain such as the addition of atmospheric correction as a user select option of processing of satellite data
   — Initiated effort to examine what elements needed to improve CREST model and thus make actual hydrographs match more closely with predicted hydrograph curve. Team plans to travel to Namibia to hold discussions with Hydrological Services Namibia.
   — Better integration of SPS for triggering of multiple assets. When flood conditions are imminent via the use of software called GeoBPMS, the user specifies an area of interest and GeoBPMS returns the available satellite images, user can manually or automatically trigger tasking requests with data products coming back to the Cloud either in an automatic or semi-manual process.
   — Develop more automated triggers for tasking and automated product generation.
   — Integrate more satellites into the SensorWeb based on available partners.
   — Increase usage of other OGC standards such as Sensor Observation Service (SOS), Web Coverage Service (WCS) and Web Feature Service (WFS) to provide easier access to data from the Cloud.
   — Continue improving security by transferring OpenID security based software to the Cloud.

This functionality can be accessed through the Flood Dashboard display which described in Section IV.

B. Hazard Monitoring and Mitigation System

The second portion of the Namibia Flood Pilot was called the Hazard Monitoring and Mitigation System (HMMS) and was designed to provide higher level decision support information for disaster risk reduction. This functionality has not been implemented yet. Originally, the group outlined their vision of disaster response which consists of: pre-disaster phase (preparedness and awareness creation, development of adaptation and mitigation strategies, enhancement of disaster management capacities, evacuation and contingency planning); disaster phase (early warning & emergency relief); post-disaster phase (humanitarian aid, recovery). Since the amount of funding to create this portion of the Namibia SensorWeb pilot was large, the likelihood of immediate implementation was low.

It is anticipated, that as various SensorWeb lower level sensor data acquisition and distribution functionality is put into place, emergency workers will eventually need some help from the HMMS functionality to better perform their job.

Within the HMMS, a decision support and dissemination engine uses decision relevant information from risk analysis, rapid mapping and Flood SensorWeb information to provide early warning, emergency relief and recovery information to relevant institutions and communities.

C. Matsu Cloud—Interim HMMS

As an interim solution to an HMMS, OCC has contributed the Matsu Cloud which provides a large work area to collect flood related tools and data. Given that funding is at present not available for the entire HMMS as designed by the initial workgroup, the Matsu Cloud serves as a repository of data and tools that can be collected and used by the Hydrological Services Namibia for preliminary decision support exercises. Fig. 2 depicts the initial cloud configuration.

The key functionality added to this version of the Flood Dashboard is as follows:

1) Addition of a Web Coverage Processing (WCP) Service which enables users to customize how data is processed, including applying atmospheric correction as a data processing layer to EO-1 data.
2) Automated triggering of EO-1 imagery via triggers from the GDACS system based on upstream river widths.
3) Automated generation of EO-1 flood extent KML files to display on Google Maps (in process).
4) Store Radarsat-2 data on the cloud and experiment with parallel automated triggering of Radarsat-2 images.
5) Add dwelling unit database to show locations of buildings in areas prone to flooding.
6) Preliminary load balancing functionality to enable the use of parallel processing and the use of multiple virtual machines in the cloud to handle a surge of user demands.
III. GRID SYSTEM FOR FLOOD MAPPING BASED ON SATELLITE SYNTHETIC-APERTURE-RADAR (SAR) IMAGERY

This section further highlights a technical solution to rapid flood mapping from satellite imagery implemented within the Pilot. In particular, Grid technology is used to provide computational resources and enable automation and management of workflow for satellite data processing [16]–[19]. Currently, Grid infrastructure integrates the resources of several geographically distributed organisations:

— SRI NASU-NSAU (Ukraine) with deployed computing and storage nodes based on the Globus Toolkit 4 and gLite 3 middleware, access to data storage 10 Tbytes,
— Institute of Cybernetics of NASU (IC NASU, Ukraine) with deployed computing and storage nodes based on Globus Toolkit 4 middleware and access to computing resources (SCIT-1/2/3 clusters with 800+ core processors),
— CEODE-CAS (China) with deployed computing nodes based on gLite 3 middleware and access to geospatial data (approximately 16 core processors).

A. Overall Architecture

Within the Grid infrastructure an automated workflow of satellite SAR data acquisition, processing and visualization, and corresponding geospatial services for flood mapping from satellite SAR imagery is implemented. The data are automatically downloaded from ESA rolling archives where satellite images are available within 2–4 h after their acquisition. Both programming and graphical interfaces were developed to enable search, discovery and acquisition of data. Within the Namibian Pilot the requests are submitted through programming interfaces to check for available data and initiate workflow execution.

Through the portal a user can perform a search for the SAR image file based on geographical region and a time range. A list of available SAR imagery is returned and the user can select a file in order to generate a flood map. The file is transferred to the resources of the Grid system at the SRI NASU-NSAU, and a workflow is automatically generated and executed on the resources of the Grid infrastructure.

A set of services has been implemented to enable execution of the workflow in the Grid environment. The four major components of the Earth System Grid compliant system [21] are as follows:

1) Client applications. Web portal functions as a main entry point, and provides interfaces to communicate with system services.
2) High-level services. This level includes security subsystem, catalogue services, metadata services (description and access), automatic workflow generation services, and data aggregation, sub-setting & visualization services. These services are connected to the Grid services at the lower level.
3) Grid services. These services provide access to the shared resources of the Grid system, access to credentials, file transfer, job submission and management.
4) Database and application services. This level provides physical data and computational resources of the system.

B. Grid Workflow of Flood Mapping From Satellite SAR Imagery

A neural network approach to SAR image segmentation and classification was developed [22]–[24].

To benefit from the use of the Grid a parallel version of the method for flood mapping from satellite SAR imagery was implemented for parallelization of image processing in the subsequent process: a SAR image is split into the uniform parts that are processed on different nodes using the OpenMP Application Program Interface (www.openmp.org) [18]. The use of the Grids allowed us to considerably reduce the time required for image processing and service delivery. In particular, it took approximately more than 1.5 h (depending on image size) to execute the whole workflow on a single workstation. The use of Grid computing resources allowed to reduce the computational time to less than 20 minutes.

IV. NAMIBIAN FLOOD SENSORWEB PILOT PORTAL

A project web site that provides general information on the Pilot was established, and is accessible at http://sensorweb.nasa.gov/NamibiaFlood.html. Near real-time products and a 2 year data product archive of the Pilot were integrated within the portal (Flood Dashboard) accessible at http://matsu.opencloudconsortium.org/namibiaflood (Fig. 3).

The portal and a part of computations associated with the Pilot were put onto clouds supplied by OCC. Combining SensorWebs with an elastic computation cloud enables surge capacity for disasters by enabling parallel processing of various algorithms and other processes within the cloud.
The following datasets and products are available from the portal:

— Modeling data: the output of the CREST model, and GDACS system.
— Satellite data and products: TRMM-based global rainfall estimates and flood potential forecasts; flood extent maps derived from optical (MODIS on daily basis and EO-1/ALI on demand) and SAR images (Envisat/ASAR and Radarsat-2 on demand).
— Ground observations: water flow and level from river gauges; results of ground observations that were carried out in 2010 in order to validate satellite products and output of models.

The outputs of the models are used to generate alerts and trigger satellite data acquisition and generation of products that are further directed to end-users at Hydrological Services Namibia.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an international multi-disciplinary initiative, a Namibia SensorWeb Pilot Project. The project represents a testbed for evaluating and prototyping key technologies for efficiently and rapidly acquiring and distributing relevant data products via the use of SensorWebs, Grids and computation clouds. The system provides access to real-time products on rainfall estimates and flood potential forecast derived from the TRMM mission (with lag time of 6 h), alerts from the GDACS system (with lag time of 4 h) and the CREST model to generate alerts. These are alerts are used to trigger satellite observations. With deployed SPS service for NASA’s EO-1 satellite it is possible to automatically task sensor with re-image capability of less 8 h. Therefore, with enabled computational and storage services provided by Grid and cloud infrastructure it was possible to generate flood maps within 24–48 h after trigger was alerted. Within the Pilot, we demonstrated the benefits of combining the sensor webs with emerging Grid and cloud computing technologies which enable workflow orchestration and parallel data processing on high-performance resources. To enable interoperability between system components and services OGC-compliant standards are utilized.
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